ABSOLUTELY FREE WITH ALL OUR ABOVE GROUND PACKAGES

WHICH PATTERN
IS RIGHT FOR YOU

OVERLAP™ LINER PATTERNS

BUILT TO LAST

EZ CLIP LINER PATTERNS

Century pool packages include our, Embassy liner options, filtered by Embassy’s pump and filter
system. To complete the package we are adding a Self latching Lock Ladder. All of this makes a pool
that will keep your family healthy and happy for years to come!

Solid Blue

Caribbean Blue

Pebble Springs

Mardi Gras

Harbor Lights

Pebble Spring

Blue Lagoon

Neptune

Trinity

Liners have a 100% Seam Warranty
VIENNA POOL PACKAGE PRICING
POOL SIZE

SAND FILTER SIZE AND COMPLETE POOL
PUMP SIZE
PACKAGE W/HEAVY
DUTY SOLID BLUE
OVERLAP LINER PRICE

COMPLETE POOL
PACKAGE W/FULL
PRINT OVERLAP LINER
PRICE

COMPLETE POOL
PACKAGE W/EZ CLIP
LINER PRICE

16' Vienna

16"/1HP

$3,660.00

$3,697.00

$3,913.00

18' Vienna

16"/1HP

$3,935.00

$3,978.00

$4,149.00

21' Vienna

16"/1HP

$4,252.00

$4,300.00

$4,502.00

24' Vienna

23"/1.5HP

$4,700.00

$4,760.00

$4,997.00

27' Vienna

23"/1.5HP

$5,161.00

$5,230.00

$5,500.00

30' Vienna

23"/1.5HP

$5,561.00

$5,636.00

$5,952.00

20' x 12' Vienna

16"/1HP

$4,805.00

$4,843.00

$4,993.00

24' x 12' Vienna

23"/1.5HP

$5,643.00

$5,691.00

$5,882.00

24' x 16' Vienna

23"/1.5HP

$5,684.00

$5,737.00

$5,902.00

28' x 16' Vienna

23"/1.5HP

$6,114.00

$6,173.00

$6,384.00

32' x 16' Vienna

23"/1.5HP

$6,880.00

$6,955.00

$7,177.00

34' x 18' Vienna

23"/1.5HP

$7,068.00

$7,143.00

$7,380.00

41' x 21' Vienna

23"/1.5HP

$8,152.00

$8,254.00

$8,565.00

Liner Exclusives
Choose any of Embassy’s 15 mill, 100% virgin
vinyl liners. Embassy liners are covered by a 15
year Prorated Warranty. Seams are covered 100%
for the first 3 years.
High Performance Pump
Heavy duty molded ABS construction for
maximum durability and long pump life.

High Performance Series Sand Filters
Utilize silica sand to provide superior filtering action
and excellent water clarity. Limited 1 year warranty
on parts and labor. Special limited 10-year prorated
warranty on filter tank.
Safety Lock Self Latching Ladder
Offers a secure way for friends and family to enter
or exit the pool. Designed for above-ground pools
with 48” and 52” sidewalls.

Wide Mouth Skimmer
Thru-wall skimmer includes a return fitting and
vacuum plate. Mouth 11-1/2 x 5-1/8.

Change of Design: Seasonal World expressly reserves the right to change or modify the design and construction of any product in due course of our manufacturing procedures without incurring any obligation or liability to furnish or
install such changes or modifications on products previously or subsequently sold. Important: Misuse of your pool may result in crippling injury and/or other dangers to life and health. Do not dive or jump. Do not use slides, diving
boards, or any other platform or object which can be used for improper pool entry. Use only an above-ground swimming pool ladder to enter or exit your pool. It is your responsibility to secure your pool against unauthorized, unsupervised or unintentional entry. Always obey all safety rules. Remember, pool safety is everybody’s responsibility. Seasonal World is in no way affiliated with any professional pool installer. Therefore, Seasonal World can assume no responsibility for errors in installation by the homeowner or said professional pool installer. If you have the pool installed by others, please supervise to be sure they comply with proper installation techniques as shown. This offer expires August
30, 2019. All prior purchases are excluded.
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